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No difference in fitness between 

crosses conducted between populations  

and crosses conducted between the 

selection lines. 

 

                     No specialization 

SPECIALIZATION? 
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Between-population crosses within the 

selection lines resulted to higher fitness 

than within-population crosses.  

 

 

                    Inbreeding depression 

INBREEDING DEPRESSION? 

This study was funded by the Academy of Finland and Turku University Foundation. 

Using experimental approach to study evolution helps us to 

understand how different selective regimes shape 

evolutionary dynamics and whether similar evolutionary 

trajectories occur in parallel across replicate populations 

experiencing similar environmental conditions. Classical 

examples of experimental evolution are the selection 

experiments used to examine food-plant specialization of 

herbivorous insects. The use of alternative, suboptimal food-

plant species affect herbivore’s fitness and life-history, and 

thus has both ecological and evolutionary consequences. 

To study the evolutionary consequences of feeding on 

suboptimal food-plant we conducted a long-term selection 

experiment using the seed-predating bug Lygaeus equestris 

(Heteroptera) as our study species. This seed predator uses 

Vincetoxicum hirundinaria (Apocynaceae) as its primary food 

plant. However, the extensive spatio-temporal variation in 

seed production of the primary food plant occasionally 

enforces this seed predator to feed on alternative plant 

species. In our selection experiment we used Helianthus 

annuus as an alternative food plant. 

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

      -  26 months of selection 

      -  approximately 20 generations 

 

      Three types of crosses: 

        1. Within replicate populations 

        2. Between replicate populations  

            within selection lines 

        3. Between selection lines 

 

Fitness consequences 

Adaptation 

Seed predator  

Lygaeus equestris 

before selection 

after selection 

Before selection, almost seven times less 

eggs on the alternative food plant. 

Egg production increased significantly 

during the experiment in both selection 

lines, but even more so on the alternative 

food plant. 

                  

ADAPTATION AND FITNESS CONSEQUENCES? 

Less genetic variation in replicate 

populations feeding on the alternative 

food plant.  

 

          Random drift and inbreeding had      

          stronger negative effect on the    

          adaptive potential of populations     

          on the alternative food plant  

GENETIC VARIATION? 


